C. V. STARR EAST ASIAN LIBRARY
AND CHANG-LIN TIEN CENTER FOR EAST ASIAN STUDIES

1

1  110 — 9999
2  RARE BOOK ROOM
3  TECHNICAL SERVICES
4  STUDY AREA
5  TIBETAN & MONGOLIAN
6  TINY & OVERSEAS CHINESE COLLECTION
7  PM-ZA

2

1  DS — PL
2  FOLIOS
3  GROUP STUDY ROOM
4  STUDY AREA

1  N7346 — PL1273
2  PL1273 — PL8596
3  HN730.5 — N7345
4  DS912 — HN730.5
C. V. STARR EAST ASIAN LIBRARY
AND CHANG-LIN TIEN CENTER FOR EAST ASIAN STUDIES

1. MEDIA CENTER
2. ART HISTORY SEMINAR ROOM
3. REFERENCE COLLECTION
4. COPIER/PRINTER ROOM
5. GROUP STUDY ROOM
6. READING ROOM
7. EAST ASIAN SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
8. READY REFERENCE
9. ADA STATION

1. AC—DS
2. CURRENT PERIODICALS
3. DIRECTOR’S OFFICE
4. STUDY AREA

DS793 — DS911
DS734 — DS793
AC1 — DS734